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Pentagon Press Briefing Room CBS-12 Sky Italia Winter Games

“ The economics combined
with the great quality of light
makes Litepanels’ LED fixtures
a no brainer for lighting a
television news studio. Run
the numbers and they speak
for themselves.”
Steve Mulkey, Lighting Designer
Redwood Media Group LLC

“ I like working with
Litepanels because the
units are easy to position,
they don't get hot, and the
light quality is astounding!”
Jeff Petrik, Operations Manager
KVLY/KXJB

TOTAL WATTS USED:
BEFORE Litepanels:  27,000 WattsAFTER Litepanels: 1,700 Watts Litepanels SAVINGS: 94%   ROI: 2.7 years

TOTAL Annual CO2 Carbon Footprint Emissions:BEFORE Litepanels: 102,211 lbs. (46,362kg)AFTER Litepanels: 6,406 lbs. (2,906kg)Litepanels CO2 REDUCTION: 93% 

Hoak Broadcasting KVLY

“ ...it is important that the
faces be lit softly in a clear
light, without any noticeable 
effects. The 1x1 fixtures are 
perfectly suited to this purpose.”
Didier Gorbaty, DoP & Technical 
Consultant France Télévision

“...you don’t have the air conditioning costs associated
with supporting the kind of heat
developed by tungsten lights.”
Paul Russell, Director of Engineering
CBS-12
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BEFORE Litepanels:  75,000 Watts* 

AFTER Litepanels: 
4,000 Watts*

Litepanels SAVINGS: 95%   ROI: 2 years

* Lighting and required Air Conditioning
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BEFORE Litepanels:
319,000 lbs. 

AFTER Litepanels:

17,000  lbs.

Litepanels CO2 REDUCTION: 95% 

CBS-
12

Relighting your existing studio
Have you really looked at the actual cost of operating your
conventionally lit studio? Chances are, it’s a lot more than 
you may think. Energy-efficient Litepanels can help you:
Achieve substantial savings on your monthly energy bills
  • Far less energy required to run the lights
  • Far less energy required to cool the studio
Emit less CO2 into the environment - Up to 200,000 lbs.
(90,718kg) lower annual lower carbon footprint for a studio

Upgrading Your 
Existing Studio
Upgrading Your 
Existing Studio



CBS-12 TV
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Litepanels Broadcast Lighting Division has taken the 
industry by storm, with new installations at networks 
and television stations worldwide. Lighting designers rave
about the beautiful HD quality of light and the lightweight,
fully-integrated fixture design; station owners and their
CFOs praise Litepanels’ energy savings and appreciate
their fast return-on-investment. The public loves the 
substantially reduced carbon footprint benefits. It’s 
a win-win proposition for everyone.

High Cost of Old Studio Lighting
One of the real shocks to television studio owners and operators is
just how much their older lighting equipment really costs them on
an annual basis. Older lights not only draw tremendous amounts
of electrical power just to illuminate, but also create a massive
amount of heat that has to be removed by energy-sapping,
expensive air conditioning. Their energy use and maintenance
costs add up to substantial ongoing operating costs.

Litepanels Saves up to 95%
Litepanels LED fixtures draw less than 5% of the electrical power
needed by tungsten lights and, because Litepanels generates almost
no heat, air conditioning costs are similarly slashed. Maintenance
costs fall too, since LED life exceeds 50,000 hours — over 10+ years
of normal studio use. Eliminating these costs means a facility can pay
for its modernization in a few years. That’s ROI (Return on Investment)!

TV Stations Love the Savings
Scores of television stations worldwide have already 
replaced their old lighting fixtures with Litepanels. And not only
have they sent the operational savings to the bottom line, they
have significantly cut their carbon footprint.

Great Quality of Light while Improving Bottom Line
Litepanels provides these kinds of savings without sacrificing the look
of the lighting and the quality of the camera images. In fact, Litepanels
improves the lighting. That’s why on-air talent at the world’s most watched
pro sports broadcasts are lit with Litepanels. And broadcast networks
from the Americas to Europe to Asia, choose Litepanels.

New Tools for the Lighting Designer
Litepanels continues to devise new LED lights, such as the Sola Fresnel
series and new H2 Hi-Output. These offer lighting designers more tools
for the lighting plan, while maintaining all the advantages of Litepanels
LED lighting, such as 100% to 0 dimming with no noticeable color
shift, low energy use and virtually heat-free operation.

HD-Friendly
Litepanels’ expert team of engineers and designers have crafted
LED fixtures to produce a characteristically soft, flattering light that
counteracts the harsh, detailed, flaw enhancing images of high
definition cameras.

Radically Reduce your Carbon Footprint
Tungsten-based lighting in a single newscast studio can dump 200,000+
lbs of CO2 into the atmosphere annually. Replacement with Litepan-
els cuts that carbon footprint by up to 95%.

Eco-Smart and Cost-Efficient
In addition to Litepanels 10+ year LED life, they’re completely 
recyclable. That contrasts with the short lamp life (1000 hours) of
tungsten bulbs. Though fluorescent tubes may last 2,500 hours, they
leave behind toxic mercury. Litepanels is truly the answer for an
eco-minded broadcaster seeking an excellent return on investment.

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

   
  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

Modernize Your Studio Lighting–
Maximize Your ROI
Modernize Your Studio Lighting –
Maximize Your ROI



French Television NOVA TV Super Bowl Sportscasters

For the full broadcast studio project guide contact: studiospecialist@litepanels.com

Lighting Your New Studio
Litepanels' fixtures save on the power bill and significantly
cut a studio's carbon footprint, making them the ideal
choice when designing and equipping a new studio facility.
The low power draw means lower amperage power
needs to be run to the building, and a lighter power 
infrastructure can be installed throughout the studio itself.
Litepanels fixtures have integrated dimmers, so expensive
external dimmer racks are not required. Plus, Litepanels
fixtures are virtually heat free, which allows studio designers
to specify smaller air conditioning units and ducting. 
And because Litepanels weigh 1/3 of traditional fixtures,
a lightweight, less expensive overhead grid can be specified.
• Fewer air conditioning units required
• External dimmer racks not required 
• Less power needs to be run into the building

Typical Conventionally Lit Studio  
Power requirement: 20,000-45,000 Watts
Typical Litepanels Lit Studio
Power requirement: 2,000 Watts

“We’ve invested heavily in
the design and construction
of our HD sets and I can say
without equivocation, that
Litepanels LED lights have
been exceptionally 
complementary to them 
and our on air personnel. 
I don’t know how we could
be happier.”
Rich Adams, COO Hoak Media Corp

“ Litepanels has definitelylived up to our expectations.
No more excessive heat and
huge savings in maintenance
have created a better
working environment...
and reduced the power
consumption from 18KW 
to only 900W.”
Miljenko Logozar, Technical Director
Nova TV

“ The Litepanels LED fixtures are truly set and forget. Once 
this small but powerful fixture 
is in place, it creates an 
excellent camera image 
of our set designs and 
complements the talent.”
Park Warne, Broadcast News Set Designer
Park Place Studio

“ Litepanels has reinvented
broadcast lighting.”
MB Poley, Director of Lighting 

Smart solution for 
your new Studio
Smart solution for 
your new Studio



Litepanels® is on the scene everywhere: from a new CNN studio, to lighting Sky

TV’s Winter Olympics coverage, to the Hollywood set of Desperate Housewives, as

well as lighting thousands of other television and motion picture productions world-

wide. Emmy® award-winning Litepanels, a Vitec Group brand, has become the new

standard in professional lighting. It’s no wonder. With Litepanels, you get the bonus of

luxurious soft lighting your talent and lighting director will love. Plus, it’s the earth-friendly lighting solution

that can substantially reduce your studio’s carbon footprint. And you’ll be wowed by the dramatic drop in

your power utility bills. It’s a win win.

Love the Quality of Light
When lighting pros like the Fox TV crew at the Super Bowl turn to Litepanels to light their on-air sports announcers, they know they

can trust the color and quality of light from Litepanels proprietary LEDs. Lighting designers who have converted network television

studios to Litepanels all agree: the HD-friendly, soft, directional illumination makes the talent look better, and gives the

designer unprecedented creative control.

Enjoy the Savings
Advantages like these would be well worth paying for, but here’s the amazing thing about Litepanels: because they reduce energy

needs up to 95% and cut air conditioning on top of that, a Litepanels installation actually pays for itself in just a few years’

time. The payback starts immediately with each month’s slashed power bill. And maintenance is cut as well, starting with lamp

changes that you won’t typically have to consider for over a decade. Litepanels proprietary LEDs will outlast almost any other item

in your studio — even most of your on-air talent.

Cut your Carbon Footprint, Lead the Way
Broadcasters who upgrade with Litepanels not only improve the quality of their lighting and save big on energy use, but they

have the opportunity to take a community leadership role by reducing their carbon footprint. A single studio adopting Litepanels

technology can save up to 200,000 pounds of CO2 entering the environment annually. If even a third of the 25,000

medium to high power TV studios worldwide changed to Litepanels LED lighting, we would save 10 billion pounds of CO2 entering the

environment over the next 6 years. That’s equivalent to the CO2 absorbed by 208 million mature trees. Just imagine the

opportunity you’ll have to share your success story with your viewers, your employees and your shareholders. 

Whether you are looking to build a new studio from the ground up or to replace antiquated legacy

lighting, talk to Litepanels Broadcast Studio Lighting Division for the eco-smart solution. 

About Litepanels and The Vitec Group
Look to Litepanels, a Vitec Group brand for cutting edge technology that you can count on now and into the future. Litepanels pioneered the
use of light emitting diodes (LEDs) for motion picture and television lighting, and quickly became recognized as the go-to company for their
proprietary new technology. Backed by The Vitec Group’s legacy of over 100 years in the motion picture and television fields, Litepanels
offers an entire suite of LED lighting products that replace and improve on traditional, energy-hogging lighting fixtures.

Litepanels’
Earth-friendly

LED technology

The Beauty of Litepanels 
LED Technology
The Beauty of Litepanels
LED Technology

Litepanels New Sola 6 
LED Fresnel

®



www. l i tepanels .com
studiospecialist@litepanels.com

®Litepanels
A Vitec Group brand

®

Save Money • Reduce Carbon Footprint • Improve Your Lighting

3 Fully integrated lighting systems

3 Energy-efficient lighting

3 Eco-smart environmental benefits

3 Rugged construction

3 Low maintenance costs

3 50,000 hrs. LED life (10+ years)

3 Expert consultation

3 Proven worldwide solutions

Litepanels 1x1
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+1 818 752 7009 •


